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Key Discussion Points:  
- Foundational Agreements  
- Zoning Commission Requirements  
- Future Meeting Topics and Logistics  

Summary: The first meeting of the Student Life and Safety Working Group introduced the structure of the AU Neighborhood Partnership and the scope of issues that this working group will cover. The meeting participants also acknowledged that student life issues exist under a three way process which includes the role of AU, the role of the neighbors and the role of DC Metro Police Department (DC MPD). The updated Zoning Commission requirements were passed around so the group could familiarize themselves.  

Next the group solicited future topics of discussion for the group going forward, these topics included possible legislation relating to AU police officers, how the District's laws classify “students,” and inviting Georgetown students to speak to their experience in the similarly structured Georgetown Community Partnership. It was suggested that representatives from building complexes that house students be invited to participate in the future, as well as a DC MPD representative. The meeting closed out by looking at the logistics of Google-drive access and assessing future meeting times.